Waclaw Sierpinski described fractal geometries such as Sierpinski triangle, gasket and carpet. In this paper, Sierpinski triangle is used to find any equation between the atomic number and the atomic weight of elements in the periodic table. First by using Matlab program, an algorithm is written to create a right angle triangle between the atomic numbers and atomic weights. Then this original triangle is divide to 8 smaller triangles on the hypotenuse of the original triangle to get more accurate results and reduce errors. Finally, equations of correlation between the atomic numbers and the atomic weights of elements are obtained to calculate the atomic weights of the elements in eighth period .
The triangle known as Sierpinski triangle can be considered as the composition of three small equal triangles, each of them is exactly half the size and of the self-similar copies original triangle. Thus if we magnify any of these three triangles by a factor of 2, we will get the original triangle. Again, each of these three small self-similar triangles can be considered as the combination of another three small self-similar triangles. This type of selfsimilarity is known as exact self-similarity. It is the strongest self-similarity occurred in fractal images 1 . The Sierpinski triangle is a canonical starting point for many researches for fractals and self-assembly. Winfree showed that the Sierpinski triangle weakly self-assembles 2 .
Sier pinski gasket and car pet were discovered by the Polish mathematician Waclaw Sierpinski in 1916 .Imagine filled equilateral triangle such as S 0 with each side of unit length. Now divide this triangle into four equal small equilateral triangles using the midpoints of the three vertices of the original triangle S 0 as new vertices and remove the interior of the middle triangle. The result is a triangle called S 1 . Repeat this process in each of the remaining three equal triangles to produce the triangle S 2 . Repeat this process continuously and finally the Sierpinski triangle is formed. The figure1 displays five steps of Sierpinski triangle. We start by labeling p 1 , p 2 and p 3 as the corners of the Sierpinski triangle, and a random point v 1 . Set v n +1 = ½ ( v n + p r n ), where rn is a random number 1, 2 or 3. If the first point v 1 was a point on the Sierpiñski triangle, then all the points vn lie on the Sierpinski triangle. If the first point v 1 to lie within the perimeter of the triangle is not a point on the Sierpinski triangle, none of the points vn will lie on the Sierpinski triangle, however they will converge on the triangle. If v 1 is outside the triangle, the only way vn will land on the triangle, is the triangle was infinitely large. The algorithm can be applied to any kind of triangle. Also, the same rule can be applied to other objects like pyramids, cubes, etc. The above algorithm is not the only method to draw a Sierpinski triangle. There is a method called iterated function systems (IFS) 3 . The number of triangles in a Sierpinski triangle can be found by using the formula N n =3 n , where N is the number of triangles and n the number of iterations 4 .
In this research we uase righ-angled Sierpinski triangled which can be called as disceret Sierpinski triangle. To draw this triangle, first we drew a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0) , and (0, 1). Then it will be devided to a smaller triangle with vertices (3/4, 3/4), (1, 3/4) , and (3/4, 1).Then three smaller triangles, one with vertices (3/8, 3/8),(1/2, 3/8), (3/8, 1/2), one with (7/8, 3/8), (1, 3/8), (7/8, 1/2), and one with vertices (3/8, 7/8), (1/2,7/8), (3/8, 1) [4] . The whole shape can be seen as it is made of three pieces scaled by 1/2 and one piece scaled by 1/4. The result suggests defining a process: replace a shape by three copies scaled by 1/2 and one copy scaled by 1/4. Taking the base and altitude of the fractal to be 1, the process consists of four transformations as functions below and figure 2 5 .
T1(x, y)
T4(x, y) = (x/4, y/4) + (3/4, 3/4). The periodic table of elements was create by Russian scientist Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev . In this research, we try to perform Sierpinski triangled algorithm on this table in which the chemical elements are arranged by order of atomic number in such a way that the periodic properties (chemical periodicity) of the elements are made clear. In this research, we used righ-angled Sierpinski triangled in order to find the corrolation between atomic number and atomic weight of 118 elements in the periodic table.
Computional method
This method provides the graphical analysis of the behaviour between atomic number and atomic weight , so MATLAB 2013 software is used for writing the right angle triangle algorithm and analyzing graphically the corrolation between atomic number and atomic weight. In th first step, by using the software , we drew a triangle with vertices as below: px(1)=0; px(2)=120; px(3)=120; py(1)=0; py(2)=0; py(3)=310; vx_in=60; vy_in=145;
In the next step, we divide the triangle into smaller triangles as seven period of the periodic table to get more accuracy in results. Each triangle are different in vertices , vx and Vy. In each step we study the hypotenuse of the triangles to determine the relationship between atomic number and atomic weight of 118 elements and more accurate results.
RESULTS and dISCUSSIONS

The initial triangle
The main purpose in this study is determination of the atomic weight of elements by their atomic nomber with a righ-angled Sierpinski triangle algorithm. To achieve this goal, we used Matlab 2013 software to write the triangle algorithm with vertices, vx and vy as blow: px(1)=0; px(2)=120; px(3)=120; py(1)=0; py(2)=0; py(3)=310; vx_in=60; vy_in=155;
By running the progrom, the results are shown as figure(3) which the atomic number of elements are as axis (X).The origin right angled triangle is divided to other triangles and showed by white color triangles which in these triangles, there are no points. On the contrary, the blue parts are consisted of points. Each point shows an atomic number and atomic weight. The weights of elements which are resulted by Sierpinski algorithm are near and along the hypotenuse of the original triangle. Some of the atomic weights are resulted in white triangles and because there are no points in them, they cannot be accepted and are shown with red points . So the program has chosen the nearest point for those atomic weight in blue parts. The atomic weights which are chosen by the program can be seen with green points in figure (3). The interesting point is that smaller and lighter elements have the highest errors but heavier elements have shown much less errors in results. In this method, the average of % error for the calculated Atomic Numbers is % 0.898 and the average of %error for the calculated Atomic weights is % 3.4568.
The Seven period triangles
There are seven period in the periodic table of elements. In this step, for each period of the periodic table, we create a triangle exept for the seventh period which we make two triangles. For this purpose, the Sierpinski right angled triangle algorithm is slightly changed, so the hypotenuse of the original triangle are divide to 8 right angled triangle. Table 3 shows the changes with vertices, vx and Vy to make 8 triangles out of the origin one. This process is done to see the effect of dividing the original on accuracy of calculated atomic number and atomic weight of elements and % errors for both these factors. Figure 4 shows the triangles for the seven period, which there are six triangles for the 
Comparing the equations
In this level,by using Excel-2016 program and the numbers in tables 1 and 4, we try to drew two plots and achieve their equations. In the first plot, the atomic numbers and the atomic weights in the periodic table of elements are used , respectively, as axis X and Y. The best resulted equation between these two parameter is a third degree equation (eq.1). The curve is shown in figure(5). In the second plot, calculated atomic numbers and atomic weights reslted of eight right angled Sierpinski triangles method are used, respectively, as axis X and Y. The best resulted equation between these two parameter is also third degree equation (eq.2) which its curve is showed in figure 5 . y = -8* 10-5x3+0.0159x2+1.7531x+1.4274 ... (2) Comparing the two equations shows there are slight difference between them . Also, the R-squared value for equations 1 and 2 are 0.996 and 0.997 which means, there is almost perfect correllation between the atomic numbers and the atomic weights in the two equations. Unfortunately, Hydrogen dose not answer right in these two equations, we can consider that it is because Hydrogen dose not have neutron but other elements have. So, we cosider Hydrogen out of any equation, as it is always considered seperate of any group in the periodic table of elements. As for elements with atomic number 117 and 118 , a slight change in the slop of curve can be seen in figure 5a and 5b. If we consider equation 1 and place atomic numbers 117 and 188, the calculated atomic weights are, respectively , 296.0662 and 298.2122. The interesting point is these numbers are resulted by the eight right angled Sierpinski triangles method. We can assume that these two elements should have such weights but for they are the heaviest and also radioactive elements, some of their masses reduced and transformed to energy. To guess the atomic weights of eighth period, with considering the calculated weights of the elements 117 and 118 by the equation 2, we decided to make slightly change on one coefficient on the equation 2. This change may be indicated as reduced mass released as radioactive energy. The resulted equation is y = -8* 10-5x3 + 0.015x2 +1.7531x +1.4274
... (3) The atomic numbers of eighth period and their atomic weights which are calculated by the equation 3 (Eq.3) are listed in table 6. However the elements of the eighth period of the periodic table have not yet discovered, so we can not determine their errors, but we can assumed their atomic weights and by this resulted equation and hope that their correlation with their atomic weight will be a kind of Sierpinski triangle fractals . The R-squared value for the numbers in table 6 is 1 which shows a complete correlation between the atomic numbers and their calculated atomic weights. If a discovered element shows a weight more or less than what is calculated in the table 6, we may relate it to the amount of masses which are transformed to energy.
CONCLUSION
Fractal geometries are found in nature and the whole world around us . One of this fractals is Sierpinski triangle. In this paper, with help of softwares such as MATLAB and Ecxel , we show that there is a correlation between the atomic numbers and atomic weights of the periodic table of elements and it is as right angle Sierpinski triagle fractals type. With making more triangle on the hypotenuse of the initial Sierpinski triangle, %errors will be reduced and calculated numbers will be closer to real ones. With the equations obtained with Sierpinski triangle algorithm we may guess the atomic weights of future discovered elements.
